
BESSEMETER
Pinless Wood
Moisture Meters
 Right Meter, Right Price

Bessemeter's premium wood moisture meters give 
you peace of mind and the con�idence you need to 
make your moisture problems disappear. Bessemeter 
electronic pinless wood moisture meters are fast, 
easy to use, highly accurate, and affordable, so you get 
all of the wood moisture information you need in the 
shortest amount of time.

Because you'll enjoy scienti�ic accuracy at the touch 
of a button, plus a design that �its both your hand and 
your budget.

Simply put, it's the right meter at the right 
price.

Professional-grade accuracy

Rugged, durable impact-resistant casing

100% non-damaging: no pinholes in your wood

Ergonomic design

Free Calibration Veri�ication Reference tool

info@ bessemeter. com
(844) 888-5280

www. bessemeter. com

Why Choose a Bessemeter   
pinless meter?

Feature S300 D300 DS500

Digital display with 
moisture content range 
of 6-32%

Includes calibration 
veri�ication tool and
hard-shell carrying case

Shallow Depth 
Measurement Mode

Deep Depth 
Measurement Mode

Dual Depth
Measurements



Bessemeter S300 ShallowScan Pinless
Wood Moisture Meter

The S300 provides near-instantaneous targeted 
readings for �inding moisture pockets near the 
surface of either softwood or hardwood pieces. 
Hobbyists and woodworking professionals alike will 
appreciate the S300's comfortable yet rugged 
design.

Features:
Measures to a depth of 0. 25" (0. 6cm)
Digital display with moisture content range
of 6-32%
Includes calibration veri�ication tool and           
hardshell carrying case
2-year warranty

The D300 provides all the same features as the S300, 
but is engineered for obtaining quick, accurate  
moisture readings deep inside either softwood or 
hardwood. It's well suited for a wide variety of wood 
moisture measurement applications for hobbyists 
and professionals alike.

Features:

Measures to a depth of 0. 75" (1. 9cm)
Digital display with moisture content range
of 6-32%
Includes calibration veri�ication tool and          
hardshell carrying case
2-year warranty

The DS500 combines the ShallowScan and         
DeepScan features of the S300 and D300. It's like 
getting two highly accurate meters in one! As with 
Bessemeter's other pinless meters, the DS500 is 
well suited for a  variety of wood moisture 
measurement applications for hobbyists and 
professionals alike.

Features:

Dual-depth measurement: 0. 25" (0. 6cm) and 
0. 75" (1. 9cm)
Digital display with moisture content range
of 6-32%
Includes calibration veri�ication tool and        
hardshell carrying case
2-year warranty

Bessemeter D300 DeepScan Pinless 
Wood Moisture Meter

Bessemeter DS500 Dual-Depth    
Pinless Wood Moisture Meter  


